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Introduction
Neutrino oscillation physics has moved from discovery to 
precision era, and next generation experiment such as DUNE and 
Hyper-Kamiokande aims at measuring the δCP phase to assess a 
possible CP violation in the leptonic sector.  

The sensitivity of future experiments is mostly limited by the 
systematics related to the cross sections knowledge, which are 
known today with an error at the level of 10 to 30%. 

The available measurements of cross sections are in turn dominated 
by the uncertainty on the neutrino flux which is generally at the level 
of 10%. 

As stated in the European Strategy for Particle Physics Deliberation 
document, “To extract the most physics from DUNE and Hyper-
Kamiokande, a complementary programme of experimentation to 
determine neutrino cross-sections and fluxes is required.”
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ENUBET is a development on the beam side for a strong reduction of the 
systematics related to the flux and cross section knowledge to reach a 

precision at the level of 1% on the neutrino cross section

A harmful ignorance: cross-sections
• Major impact on the sensitivity of DUNE and HyperKamiokande

(already dominant in T2K…) 

For a review see e.g. NuSTEC white paper, arXiv:1706.03621

• Modeling of nuclear effects in neutrino interactions 

N. Rocco, Nufact2022

DUNE 

J. Paley, Nufact2022

HyperK
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ENUBET: the first monitored neutrino beam
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ENUBET (Enhanced NeUtrino BEams from kaon Tagging) is the project for the realization of the first 
monitored neutrino beam. It is a conventional beamline with an instrumented decay tunnel to measure 
the neutrino flux directly counting the leptons. 

With the proposed approach most systematics contributions are avoided: hadron production, beam line 
geometry and focusing, and protons on target. 

ERC project (2016-2022): measurements of positions from Ke3 decays (K+ → π0 e+ νe) in the instrumented 
decay tunnel to determine the νe flux. 

CERN experiment NP06 since 2019: extend measurement in the decay tunnel to µ from Kµν, and replace 
the hadron dump with a muon range meter to measure µ from πµν to determine the νµ flux.

ENUBET: the first monitored neutrino beams
How do we achieve such a precision on the neutrino cross-section, flavor composition and energy?

protons
target

Transfer Line

𝜋+/𝐾+

𝜋−/𝐾−

proton 
dump

instrumented
hadron dump

calorimeter

photon veto
shielding

Monitored 𝜈 flux from narrow-band beam
measure rate of leptons ⟺monitor 𝜈 flux

A. Longhin, L. Ludovici, F. Terranova, EPJ C75 (2015) 155

❖ ERC project focused on: 
measure positrons (instrumented decay tunnel) from 𝐾𝑒3 ⟹ determination of 𝜈𝑒 flux;

❖ As CERN NP06 project: 
extend measure to muons (instrumented decay tunnel) from 𝐾𝜇𝜈 and (replacing hadron dump with range meter) 𝜋𝜇𝜈 ⟹
determination of 𝜈𝜇 flux;

Main systematics contributions are bypassed: hadron production, beamline geometry & focusing, POT;

Conventional beamline with 
instrumented decay tunnel

L = 50m

𝜈-Det

9

π+ 	 and	 µ 	 decay	 at	 small	 angles	
and	the	decay	products	reach	the	
dump	without	crossing	the	wall	of	
the	tunnel.	K	decay	products	cross	
the	 instrumented	 walls	 and	 are	
detected.	
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ENUBET: the collaboration
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What is ENUBET?
ENUBET is the project for the realization of the first monitored neutrino beam.

❖ ENUBET: ERC Consolidator Grant, June 2016 – May 2021 (COVID: extended to end 2022). PI: A. Longhin;

❖ Since April 2019: CERN Neutrino Platform Experiment – NP06/ENUBET – and part of Physics Beyond Colliders;

❖ Collaboration: 65 physicists & 13 institutions; Spokespersons: A. Longhin, F. Terranova; Technical Coordinator: V. Mascagna;

to neutrino 
detector

Visit our webpage for further info and 
material!

https://www.pd.infn.it/eng/enubet/
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K+

“Monitored neutrino beams are beams where diagnostic can
directly measure the flux of neutrinos because the experimenters
monitor the production of the lepton associated with the
neutrino at the single-particle level. “
(Wikipedia)

17 institutes from 6 countries

Official web page

https://www.pd.infn.it/eng/enubet/

71 physicists
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Beamline
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Claiming an overall systematic budget <1% requires an end-to-end simulation of the 
neutrino beamline. Such simulation work has been carried out based on CERN-SPS. 

The first option was based on standard horns with slow extraction rate to avoid pile-up 
and saturation of the instrumentation in the tunnel.

Demonstration of extraction 
with 10ms pulse every 100ms 

achieved at CERN SPS in 2018

The 2020 design is based on the “static focusing system” obtained using dipoles and 
quadrupoles for a continuous extraction in 2 seconds. 

The design was successful resulting in a reduction of the neutrino flux by a factor of 2 but 
with protons extracted on a much larger timescale, reducing therefore the pile-up by more 
than one order of magnitude.
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Beamline (2)
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• Linea di fascio basata esclusivamente su elementi statici (“in corrente continua”), i.e. senza impiego di horn magnetici : 

 estrazione lenta dei protoni primari    tutta l’⇒ intensità è estratta in modo continuo in pochi secondi (~ 2 sec) 

✔ rate di particelle nel tunnel ridotto ad un livello sostenibile per i rivelatori

✔ elementi statici : dipoli e quadrupoli  più economici e stabili ⇒

 lunghezza corta per minimizzare i decadimenti dei K    con ⇒ L = 20 m si perde il 30% dei K; rapporto K/π si riduce di ~ 25%

 target di graMte ottimizzato (L = 70 cm, R = 3 cm)

 foglio di tungsteno (5 cm) dopo il target per sopprimere fondo e+

• Linea di fascio narrow-band : selezione dei mesoni secondari K+ / π+ con p = 8.5 GeV/c ± 10%.
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La linea di trasferimento di ENUBET : lo schema Mnale

ottimizzata per la regione di 

interesse (r.d.i.) di DUNE (Eν ~ 3 GeV)

Linea di trasferimento

● magneti conduttori normali
● quadrupoli + 2 dipoli 

(1.8 T, inclinazione totale di 14.8°)
● lunghezza corta (L=20m) 

minimizza i decadimenti dei K

Tagger (tunnel di decadimento)

● 40 m lunghezza
● 1 m raggio interno

hadron dump

proton dump

Transfer line 
• Normal conducting magnets

• Quadrupoles + 2 dipoles (1.8 T, 

total bending of 14.8 degrees)

• Short (20 m) to minimize early K 

decays

Tagger (decay tunnel) 
• 40 m long

• 1 m radius

Hadron dump

Proton dump

The 14.8 degrees large bending helps reducing muons background and 𝜈𝑒 from early decays. 

The transfer line was optimized with G4Beamline to have a narrow band beam (asking for 5% momentum 
bite centered at 8.5 GeV/c) to study particle transport and interactions. 

The length of the transfer line (26.7 m) is optimized to reduce the K decays (loss of 30%). 

The optimization included the graphite target (70 cm long and 3 cm radius), the different absorbers, in 
particular the 5 cm tungsten foil downstream (to reduce the positrons background). 

FLUKA was used to study the irradiation of the different elements and to evaluate the hadron production from 
protons on target 

The two dumps (graphite, aluminium and iron layers) were optimized to avoid backscattering flux in the 
tunnel.
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Neutrino beam: νe CC
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Assuming a 500 t detector (such as Protodune-SP/DP@CERN) at 50 m from the end of the tunnel, the 
SPS as accelerator with 4.5 x 1019 p.o.t. per year, we expect a statistics of 104 νe CC in about 2 years. 

For neutrinos with energy above 1 GeV, 80% of the νe is produced by decays in the tunnel and it can 
therefore be monitored. 

➡ The component below 1 GeV comes from the proton dump and it can be easily discarded with an energy 
cut. 

➡ The unmonitored component above 1 GeV is due to elements before the tagger and from the hadron 
dump and the knowledge of such a component is based on the simulation.𝝂𝒆𝑪𝑪 energy distribution @ detector

𝜈𝑒 CC spectra
A total νeCC statistics of 104 events in ~2 years (aim of the 

optimization: 9 1019 pot if implemented at CERN SPS)

• @ SPS with 4.5 ∙ 1019 POT/year;
• 500 tonne detector @ 50 m from tunnel end;

Contributions to 𝜈𝑒𝑐𝑐 from 
the different parts of the 

ENUBET facility

14

ProtoDUNE-SP (NP04)

𝝂𝒆𝑪𝑪 energy distribution @ detector
𝜈𝑒 CC spectra

A total νeCC statistics of 104 events in ~2 years (aim of the 
optimization: 9 1019 pot if implemented at CERN SPS)

• @ SPS with 4.5 ∙ 1019 POT/year;
• 500 tonne detector @ 50 m from tunnel end;

Contributions to 𝜈𝑒𝑐𝑐 from 
the different parts of the 

ENUBET facility

14

ProtoDUNE-SP (NP04)
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Neutrino beam: νµ CC
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Assuming a 500 t detector (such as Protodune-SP/DP@CERN) at 50 m from the end of the tunnel, the 
SPS as accelerator with 4.5 x 1019 p.o.t. per year, we expect a statistics of 106 νµ CC in about 2 years. 

With the narrow band off axis technique we have a strong correlation between the neutrino energy Eν 
and the radial distance of the interaction vertex from the beam axis R. 

A precise determination of Eν can be obtained without relying on the final state particles in νµ CC interactions. 

➡ 8-25% Eν resolution from π in DUNE energy range. 

➡ 30% Eν resolution from π in HyperK energy range (transfer line optimized for DUNE with 8.5 GeV beam) 

➡ Ongoing R&D for optimization of multi momentum beam line (4.5, 6 and 8.5 GeV) for DUNE and HK.

𝝂𝝁𝑪𝑪 energy distribution @ detector
Narrow-band off-axis Technique

Narrow momentum beam O(5-10%)

(𝐸𝜈,R) are strongly correlated
𝐸𝜈 = neutrino energy;
R = radial distance of interaction vertex

from beam axis;

Precise determination of 𝐸𝜈 :
no need to rely on final state particles from 𝜈𝜇𝐶𝐶 interaction 

8-25% 𝐸𝜈 resolution from 𝜋 in the DUNE energy range 
30% 𝐸𝜈 resolution from 𝜋 in HyperK energy range (DUNE optimized TL w/ 8.5 
GeV beam):

• ongoing R&D: Multi-Momentum Beamline (4.5, 6 and 8.5 GeV) => 
HyperK & DUNE optimized;

select slices in R windows 𝜋/K populations well separated
from pion peaks at different R

from K

from 𝜋

15

𝐸𝜈𝐶𝐶 𝜎𝐸(%)

F. Acerbi et al., CERN-SPSC-2018-034
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Decay tunnel instrumentation
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The concept of the tagger is based on 3 layers of longitudinally segmented calorimetric modules for a e+/π+/
µ+ separation, and a photon veto.

beam

Calorimeter layout

Shielding 
• 30 cm of borated polyethylene.

• SiPMs on top (reduction of a 

factor of 18 in neutron flux).

Calorimeter 
• Three radial layers of Lateral readout Calorimetric Modules (LCM).

• Sampling calorimeter: each LCM is a sandwich of 5 x 0.7 cm plastic 

scintillator interleaved with 5 x 1.5 cm of iron absorber.

• Each LCM is 3 x 3 x 11 cm3 (4.3 X0).

• The scintillation light is extracted with 30 cm WLS fibers to SIPMs.

Decay tunnel instrumentation
Calorimeter layout

Exploit event topology for PID

Shielding 
❖ 30 cm of borated polyethylene;
❖ SiPMs installed on top -> factor 18 reduction in neutron fluence;

Calorimeter with 𝑒/𝜋/𝜇 separation capabilities:
❖ sampling calorimeter: sandwich of plastic scintillators and iron absorbers;
❖ three radial layers of LCM / longitudinal segmentation;
❖ WLS-fibers/SiPMs for light collection/readout;

Photon-Veto allows 𝜋0 rejection and timing:
❖ plastic scintillator tiles arranged in doublets forming inner rings;
❖ time resolution of ~400 ps;

16
𝜇+(signal/bkg) topology
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Tunnel di decadimento instrumentato

• Sviluppare un rivelatore con capacità di separazione e+ / π+/ μ+ utilizzando una tecnologia economicamente vantaggiosa.

• Tunnel di decadimento lungo 40 m instrumentato con 3 strati di moduli calorimetrici segmentati longitudinalmente ed un sistema per 

la reiezione di fotoni costituito da anelli di scintillatore plastico.

Moduli Calorimetrici a Lettura Laterale (LCMs) 

• Calorimetro a sampling: 1.5 cm strati in Fe alternati con 0.5 cm di scintillatore plastico

• LCM : 3 x 3 x 10 cm3 (= 4.3 X0)

• Segmentazione longitudinale  sfrutta la topologia degli eventi per ⇒ e+ / π+/ μ+ PID

• Luce di scintillazione trasportata da Mbre WLS verso SiPMs schermati da 30 cm di 

polietilene borato (BPE)  riduzione ~ 18 della Cuenza di neutroni⇒

Veto di fotoni

• Sistema per la reiezione di π0

• Misure di tempo : risoluzione σt  ~ 400 ps 

• Scintillatore platico 3 x 3 x 0.5 cm3 (= 0.012 X0)

Schema del calorimetro

LCM

topologia e+ (segnale) topologia π0 (fondo) topologia π+ (fondo) topologia μ+

Photon veto 
• Plastic scintillator tiles arranged in 

doublets forming inner rings.

• Time resolution of about 400 ps.
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Lepton reconstruction 
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A full GEANT4 simulation of the detector has been developed. 

➡ The simulation was validated on prototype tests at CERN between 2016 and 2018. 

➡ Pile-up effects are included (waveform treatment in progress). 

Event building and PID algorithms have been developed between 2016 and 2020. 

➡ The events are selected searching for patterns (space and time) compatible with large angle positrons 
(electromagnetic showers) or muons (straight tracks). 

➡ The PID is carried out using a MLP-NN based on a set of discriminating variables (energy deposited, 
topology and photon veto).

BR ∼ 5% and K make ∼ 5-10% of beam composition

13
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Fig. 16 The four most representative variables fed to the input layer of the Neural Network for positron identification before (top row) and after
(bottom row) the cut on NN classifier. See the text for the definition of variables. Variable 4 (energy deposited in the most upstream t0-layer) is
reported in log-scale on the top row to highlight the main structures of the distribution, including the two mip-like signal at ⇠2.5 MeV due to
photon conversions in the scintillator.

the flux below 1%. Further improvements are obtained by
combining the muon sample described below. The dominant
positron background at the event building level, represented
by hadronic decays of kaons (in yellow), non-collimated pi-
ons (in green), and photons from the beamline (in orange)
are efficiently suppressed by the NN classifier, while halo
positrons produced in the beamline and transported to the
walls of the tunnel (black) are left as the main component of
the background.
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Fig. 17 Performance (efficiency versus signal-to-noise ratio) of the
event classifier for Ke3 positrons selection.
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Fig. 18 Longitudinal position of the reconstructed events, before (left)
and after (right) the cut on the NN classifier.
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Fig. 19 Visible energy of the reconstructed events, before (left) and
after (right) the cut on the NN classifier.

10 Particle selection and background: muons

As anticipated in Sec. 1, the goal of ENUBET has been ex-
tended to monitor the nµ component of the neutrino flux
at the detector. The nµ flux is given by two well-separated

Ke3 positrons → constrain νe

Efficiency is half geometrical

Eff = 22% 
S/N = 2
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Fig. 20 Example of 4 out of the 13 observable distributions identified for the training of the NN for muon PID analysis. The distributions are
shown before (top row) and after (bottom row) performing the cut on the NN classifier output. The observables are computed from the clustered
tracks of muon candidates, and from left to right are: the multiplicity of energy deposition in the t0 layer; the impact point along the beam direction
in the first layer of the calorimeter; the total visible energy deposition; the angle of the track with respect to the beam direction.
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Fig. 21 Signal efficiency versus signal-to-noise ratio (ROC curve) for
Kµn and Kµ3 events selection. The green marker corresponds to the
working point for signal selection, that is the point in the ROC curve
maximizing the product between signal efficiency and purity.

realization of the hadroproduction data within their errors.
This method is known as multi-universe []. From the sets
of MC events, the covariance matrices of the lepton ob-
servables are computed. Moreover, nominal distributions for
lepton observables are built by reweighting the MC events
using the hadroproduction model with nominal parameters.
A signal plus background model PDF is then assembled by
combining the nominal lepton observables and their varia-
tions computed from the observables covariance matrices.
Pseudo-data are generated out of one of the MC sets, and
fitted by building an extended maximum likelihood (EML)

from the model PDF. The EML fit is validated through toy-
MC experiments generated with the MC sets obtained by
applying the multi-universe method. The RooFit package[]
from ROOT is exploited to build the model PDF, perform
EML fits and generate psudo-data. Given the high correla-
tion between the lepton observables and the produced neu-
trinos, at the base of the monitoring technique, the EML fit
result allows to set a strong constraint on the flux. Specifi-
cally, the model PDF, parametrizing the variation of the lep-
ton observables induced by the hadroproduction, constraints
directly the hadroproduction yields through the EML fit. The
propagation of the residual uncertainties from the constrained
hadroproduction model, using the multi-universe method,
allows to compute the neutrino flux covariance matrix after
lepton monitoring is introduced (post fit result). The result
from the described workflow shows that the residual sys-
tematic on the neutrino flux ascribable to hadroproduction
is of O(1%), for both ne and nµ . The same workflow can
be extended to determine the impact of detector effect and
beamline subdominant systematics on the neutrino flux. De-
tails of the described procedure, including the results of the
assessment of all neutrino flux systematics, will be the topic
of a forthcoming publication [54].

Kµ2 muons → constrain νµ

Efficiency is half geometrical
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Fig. 20 Example of 4 out of the 13 observable distributions identified for the training of the NN for muon PID analysis. The distributions are
shown before (top row) and after (bottom row) performing the cut on the NN classifier output. The observables are computed from the clustered
tracks of muon candidates, and from left to right are: the multiplicity of energy deposition in the t0 layer; the impact point along the beam direction
in the first layer of the calorimeter; the total visible energy deposition; the angle of the track with respect to the beam direction.
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Fig. 21 Signal efficiency versus signal-to-noise ratio (ROC curve) for
Kµn and Kµ3 events selection. The green marker corresponds to the
working point for signal selection, that is the point in the ROC curve
maximizing the product between signal efficiency and purity.

realization of the hadroproduction data within their errors.
This method is known as multi-universe []. From the sets
of MC events, the covariance matrices of the lepton ob-
servables are computed. Moreover, nominal distributions for
lepton observables are built by reweighting the MC events
using the hadroproduction model with nominal parameters.
A signal plus background model PDF is then assembled by
combining the nominal lepton observables and their varia-
tions computed from the observables covariance matrices.
Pseudo-data are generated out of one of the MC sets, and
fitted by building an extended maximum likelihood (EML)

from the model PDF. The EML fit is validated through toy-
MC experiments generated with the MC sets obtained by
applying the multi-universe method. The RooFit package[]
from ROOT is exploited to build the model PDF, perform
EML fits and generate psudo-data. Given the high correla-
tion between the lepton observables and the produced neu-
trinos, at the base of the monitoring technique, the EML fit
result allows to set a strong constraint on the flux. Specifi-
cally, the model PDF, parametrizing the variation of the lep-
ton observables induced by the hadroproduction, constraints
directly the hadroproduction yields through the EML fit. The
propagation of the residual uncertainties from the constrained
hadroproduction model, using the multi-universe method,
allows to compute the neutrino flux covariance matrix after
lepton monitoring is introduced (post fit result). The result
from the described workflow shows that the residual sys-
tematic on the neutrino flux ascribable to hadroproduction
is of O(1%), for both ne and nµ . The same workflow can
be extended to determine the impact of detector effect and
beamline subdominant systematics on the neutrino flux. De-
tails of the described procedure, including the results of the
assessment of all neutrino flux systematics, will be the topic
of a forthcoming publication [54].

Eff = 34% 
S/N = 6
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Forward lepton reconstruction
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The measurement of πµ2 muons would allow to constrain the low energy νµ. 

Low angle muons are out of the tagger acceptance and needs muon stations after the hadron dump to be 
observed. 

The constraints come from muon rate (about 2 MHz/cm2) and radiation hardness (about 1012 1 MeV-neq/cm2).

The correlation between the number 
of traversed stations (muon energy 
from range-out) and neutrino energy 
can be exploited.

Possible candidates are fast 
M i c r o m e g a d e t e c t o r s w i t h 
Cherenkov radiators (PIMENT ANR).

and are finally amplified in the amplification gap, where a high electric field

(⇠40 kV/cm) is applied.

Figure 1: The PICOSEC detection concept. The passage of a charged particle through the

Cherenkov radiator produces UV photons, which are then absorbed at the photocathode and

partially converted into electrons. These electrons are subsequently preamplified and then

amplified in the two high-field drift stages, and induce a signal which is measured between

the anode and the mesh.

The arrival of the amplified electrons at the anode produces a fast signal

(with a risetime of ⇠0.5 ns) referred to as the electron-peak, while the movement

of the ions produced in the amplification gap generates a slower component -

ion-tail (⇠100 ns). A typical waveform is shown in Fig. 2. The maximum drift

time of ions is below 630 ns, which is low enough not to a↵ect the detector rate

capability.

It should be noted that due to preamplification in the thin drift gap the

relative contribution to the overall signal of direct ionization produced by the

traversing particle is negligible. In the “COMPASS gas” and for the conditions

described in Sec. 2.3, relativistic muons create ⇠ 21 ion clusters/cm with few

ionization electrons per cluster. The probability to produce enough ionization

charge that undergoes the same amplification (i.e. in the first ⇠30 µm) as the

typical 10 photoelectrons from the Cherenkov signal is only a few percent.

5
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Flux systematics
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Monitoring leptons and fitting the observable using a model of signal plus background allows to reduce the 
hadro-production uncertainties on the neutrino flux. 

Without constraints given by the lepton measurement the error on the neutrino flux is at the level of 6%.  

Using the lepton observable the error goes down to about 1% showing therefore that the goal of ENUBET 
of 1% on the systematics can be reached.

Neutrino interaction rates @ detector Pre & Post fit relative errors on rates

Pre-fit

Post-fit (600 MPOT)

Infinite 
statistics

Total rates in 1 year of data taking 

• @ SPS with 4.5 x 1019 POT/year 
• 500 ton detector @ 50 m from 

tunnel end
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La valutazione delle sistematiche sul Cusso di ν : adroproduzione

Raggiunto goal di ENUBET di 

sistematiche 1% utilizzando il 

monitoraggio della rate dei leptoni

pre-It

post-It (1 GPOT)
post-It (spill)

errori relativi su rate νe CC : pre e post-It

νμ
CC da K al target

Monitoraggio dei leptoni carichi e+ / μ+

Mt delle osservabili dei leptoni utilizzando 

un modello segnale + fondo

Monitoraggio del �usso νe / νμ   

riduzione dell’incertezza sistematica di adroproduzione 

utilizzando le informazioni a posteriori date dal Mt
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post-It (spill)

pre-It

post-It (1 GPOT)

● Pre-It : ~ 6% sistematiche dovute ad 

incertezza su adroproduzione
● Post-It : sistematica di adroproduzione 

ridotta al livello O(1%) utilizzando il Mt alle 

osservabili dei leptoni misurati al tagger

rate di interazione νe CC al rivelatore

preliminare
Preliminary
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ENUBET demonstrator
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A section of the decay tunnel was built and 
tested at CERN in October 2022. 

➡ Length of 1.65 m, mass of 3.5 ton and 90 
degrees coverage. 

➡ 75 layers 1.5 cm thick iron and 7 mm scintillator 
tiles. 

➡ 10 sectors in 𝜑 are instrumented (18 degrees). 

➡ New light readout tested with frontal grooves 
instead of lateral ones. 

Data analysis ongoing and larger coverage 
foreseen for a teastbeam in 2023.

Preliminary

PS-T9 East Area at CERN in October 2022
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Possible implementation at CERN
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We would like to propose a short baseline beam experiment at CERN in 2029 (Run 4 of LHC in parallel 
with DUNE and HyperK). 

This could be done in the CERN North Experimental Area possibly exploiting the ProtoDUNE-SP and 
ProtoDUNE-VD detectors. 

A dedicated extraction line in the North Area would be the cheapest and easiest solution however 
interference with existing experiment and radiations could be an issue. Alternatively a new dedicated 
extraction line could be considered.

  
13

L’implentazione di NP06/ENUBET alla CERN North Experimental Area

• La proposta di un fascio di ν short-baseline al CERN per il 2029 (Run 4 di LHC, in parallelo a DUNE e HyperK) richiede una sua implentazione 

dettagliata sul sito della CERN North Experimental Area, utilizzando possibilmente i rivelatori di ν ProtoDUNE-SP e ProtoDUNE-VD.

● L’implentazione più economica : una linea di fascio dedicata 

estratta dalla North Area e diretta verso i rivelatori ProtoDUNE

✔ massimizza l’utilizzo delle strutture già esistenti

✔ estrazione lenta dei protoni facile da implementare

✗ interferenza con altri esperimenti

✗ potenziali problemi di dosi di radiazioni

• L’implentazione più pulita : costruire una linea di estrazione 

dedicata vicino alla North Area e diretta verso i rivelatori ProtoDUNE

✔ nessuna interferenza con altri esperimenti

✔ minori problemi di dosi di radiazione

✗ costoso
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Conclusions
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Monitored neutrino beams are a reality: the proof of concept is almost complete and NP06/ENUBET has 
demonstrated it both by simulation and experimental validation. 

A monitored neutrino beam would be a critical asset for next generation of cross section experiments. 

The ERC project is over (final design concept paper in preparation) and we have started the process of 
addressing the real implementation at CERN and aim at a proposal in 2024-2025 to be in data taking for 
LHC Run IV (2029). 

This is a major effort that requires: 

➡ Careful assessment of physics performance. 

➡ Assets and limitations for the use of ProtoDUNE (e.g. cosmic rejection in a slow extraction, kinematic 
reconstruction of final states, etc.). 

➡ Optimal location at CERN to exploit the SPS slow extraction. 

We are trying to create consensus in the neutrino community to move on to the next phase, to have the 
experiment up and running in parallel with DUNE and HyperK.


